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About This Game

Caught in the middle of a violent conflict on the fringe of the galaxy — your ability to survive will depend on your piloting
skills and combat savvy as a mercenary space fighter. But, as you explore the vastly detailed world of Tachyon: The Fringe, you

will often find that the most powerful weapon on your ship is in your head.
Features

Single Player Features — Decide where you want to go and what missions you will fly as you explore the vast and richly
inhabited universe.

Fight in furious space combat battles around the most massive ships and stations ever created in a space game.

Explore a multi-sided in-game story line and make crucial decisions that will change your future.

Featuring intense team tactics and BASE WARS. Talk to other star pilots and coordinate attacks with Voice-Over-Net.

CHOOSE SIDES — Battle across multiple sectors as you fight to destroy opponent's base.

Featuring Bruce Cambell as the voice of Jake Logan
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A game with tons of potential for all types of players - whether you want to just plough through the levels no mater what the
final result and finish all maps, or go back to perfect your score even more, this game is very nice to have. This game can be
played for hours on end, or just a couple of minutes when you just want to have a quick race to enjoy short pleasant monster-
trucking.. The controls are insanly hard - and I actually have a physical drone. this is crazy! Feel like I may have wasted money
on this :-\/. Sadly, Choice of Games seems to get a lot of negative reviews that can basically be summed up as "wouldn't let me
be an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" and "this story has a POINT" which tbf makes me like it MORE. Very
fun!
Would recommend.
 10/10 would Dub again!!
Can't wait for more out of this game since being in Beta.
 So here take my $10. If youre looking to kill an afternoon you've found the bullets. This game is so much fun and from the
trailer on the steam page i knew it was worth the few dollars. Load up and get ready to blow buildings down in the most creative
manor you never knew you could do.
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Good game, even Mr Wolf likes it!. Hopefully the sequal will come to the store soon!!
This game is really good <3. need easy traing mode it hard to control for first timers still need improvement and need full
control for xbox 360pc controller.
. This is a fantastic game. It runs and loads fast, the graphics are nicer than a lot of other FPV games\/sims and it runs perfectly
with my Spektrum DX8 (i use the Aerofly usb connector from Hobby King $5) I like the realisitc look of the area and the quad.
I see a lot of negative reviews for this game and i have never had any of the prolems mentioned. If you have never flown a
multirotor before the controls might take a bit of getting used to but they seem realistic. The game probably isnt as forgiving as
Liftoff but i think thats a good thing.. A peak of the future of immersive movies. The mirror and rain drop effects were the best
I have experienced in any VR "movie". Only wish it were longer and made use of hand controllers. great gameplay, great
visuals, get it! ( if you have real life friends ;-) )
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